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-(6) The Auja Rive1'.-The problem of dealing with this river was a most 
formidable one. 'If it were necessary to train the banks for the whole cours.e 
of the river-a distance of fifteen miles-the task was indeed a gigantic one. 
But was it necessary? Would anophelines breed in the rapidly flowing 
cu'rrent? Wbuld not the fish, in. which the river abouilds, and other 
natural enemies of the larvffi destroy them as rapidly as they hatched out? 
Such questions naturally presented themselves, and found no definite 
replie's" An expectant policy was inevitable, not only on account of this 
uncertainty, but also because all available labour was fully occupied in 
working on the more urgent parts of ' the scheme, including the clearance 
of the upper part of the river, apd the drainage of the swamps along its' 
banks between El Mirr and Ras el Ain. The more this part was cleared of 
reeds and other vegetation, the more it was realized what an immense task 
we had undertaken. Fresh springs and swamps were found everywhere, 
and to make matters worse, in the middle of May anopheline larvffi were 
found among the reeds and rootlet8 of willows along the edge of the main 
stream in its upper part. This showed that no time was to be lost, and as 
the British labour working on this portion of the river was making very 
slow progress, a battalion of Sikh Pioneers (1/34th) was obtained and put 
on to' assist. The results they produced were astounding. They appeared 
to enjoy the work thoroughly, and wading' and swimming in the river, 
hauling at trees and hacking at undergrowth, in three weeks they cleared 
the banks so completely and trained the edges so thoroughly for a distance 
of five miles that very little maintenance was required during the rest of 
the summer. This portion included the difficult reach between Mill Race 
and' Ferrekhiyeh, where the banks were some twenty feet high, precipitous, 
and covered with an impenetrable mass of undergrowth. 

The area around Ras el Ain Castle was also taken in hand. This was a 
very difficult area to deal with, consisting as it did of acres Q£ dense jungle 
formed of grass, thistles, brambles and reeds, undernea~h which concealed 
springs bubbled up from the ground and formed little channels of water 
which joined other little chann~ls and formed a network of streams. In 
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, the midst of this jungle large shells 'had fallen and left deep shell holes 
which soon filled with water. Moreover, the work was hampered by the 
enemy, who shelled any working party of ~ore than five or six men. In 

. spite of all these difficulties the work was accomplished. The jungles 
were cleared and burnt and the streams canalized, until by the end of 
.J uly the situation was so well in hand that it required a long search to find 
a, single larva. . ' 

At the same time gangs of Egyptian labourers were busy clearing the 
banks of the middle and lower reaches 'of the river of grass, reeds and other 
vegetation which might impede the flow of water, and afford a harbourage 
for mosquito larvffi. These operations included the Clearing of the streams 
and backwaters in the neighbourhoad of Hadrah Mill, where a dam had 
been constructed for the working of the mill. Owing to the slowing of the 
{lurrent by this dam a plentiful growth of reeds was encouraged, which 
were all cut down and cleared away. A particularly dangerous spot was 
found in a backwater below the dam, where the surface of the water was 
{lovered with water lilies and the banks overgrown with vegetation. This 
backwater was completely cleaned up, and a channel cut, which allowed a 
current of water to sweep through the backwater and prevent stagnation. 

There remained three main tributaries joining the Auja on its north 
side. These wadis, which had their origin in the enemy's lines, and which 
traversed" No man's land," were a source Clf much trouble and anxiety. 
A large p\ortion of them could only be dealt with at night, as working 
parties were under eJ,lemy observation, and the Turks did not· seem to 
appreciate the fact that the destruction of mosquito breeding places was as 
beneficial to them as to ourselves. The three wadis were named Wadi, 
Ishkar, Wadi Rabah and Wadi Dhaheb. The Wadi Ishkar had a branch 
known as the Wadi Adas. The work of clearing and draining these wadis 
was undertaken by parties of Infantry working under the directions 
of the C.R.E., 54th Division, and C.R.E., 7th Division, and it was 
carried forward as far as possible towards the Turkish lines. The Wadi 
Ishkar gave the most trouble, and required constant supervision and 
maintenance after the work of clearing and channeling had been completed. 
It could ,not' be completely obliterated like. the Wadi Abu Lejja owing to 
the presence of springs in its course. 'Its banks were the steepest and 
most densely overgrown of any of the wadis dealt with. The flow of water 
was very sluggish and several long and deep poola 'were found in its course. 
It appeared to be especially beloved by anophelines as a breeding place, and 
any blocking of the -stream by debris or by algal growth, which developed 
with surprising rapidity, was quickly taken advantage of as a nursery. 
The .work on the upper part for a distance of over 1,500 yards above the 
Ishkar Bridge was done by the 54th Division, and the portion below the 
bridge by the 7th(Indian) Division. The whole was completed by June 13, 
but at a later date it was found possible to fill in the wadi above its junction 
with Wadi Adas at Ishkar Bridge, and this was done before the end of July. 

14 
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206 An Anti:.MalaTia Campaign' in Palestine 

In the lower portion" however, a sluggish flow of water continued, and 
efforts to keep the surface oiled were made. This, however, was not very 
successful until the 3rd Division took over the area, and devised the scheme 
of placing across the stream at intervals corrugated iron sheets with their 
lower edge dipping a few inches below the water. At the head of each 
reach so formed an oil drip-can was placed, and by this means a satisfactory 
film of oil was maintained, stretching upwards from the barrier., A mixture. 
of equal parts of heavy oil and kerosine was found most suitable for this and 
similar work, as the resulting film lasted longer than that formed by 

. kerosene alone. . 
.At a distance of 1,500 yards above the Ishkar Bridge pools existed, and 

these were so close to the enemy's lines that nothing could b,e done to them 
except an occasional oiling by a patrol. Doubtless considerable breedi~g 
took 'place' in these pools and accounted for the large, numbers of adult 
A. rnaculipennis, which could always be found in Ishkar Wood, and which 
caused a certain amount of malaria in that area. 

After the clearance of the Auja and its tributaries constant watchfulness 
had to be exercised to prevent breeding. The chief danger spots were the 
small backwaters formed at the junction of little tributary wadis. ' When 
breeding was found the,se were revett~d and filled in if possible; if not, they 
were oiled twice a week. 

In another place breeding was discovered under somewhat unexpected 
conditions. Debris, consisting of small twigs, bits of rushes and leaves 

. washed down from the clearing work going on higher up the stream, 
collected in the sluggish waters above Hadrah Dam. In these coll(:Jctions 
of debris young anopheline hlrvffi were found in numbers, and this entailed 
clearing away all such debris whenever it collected. ' 

Yet another nidus was takeu advantage of by anophelines. During 
.Tune in the reaches between Hadrah and Jerisheh dams, a rapidly 
g!:owing, da~k-coloured, closely matted weed began to appear. Towards 
the end of the month it was discovered,that anopheline larvffi were present 
in these 'masses of weeds, ,some of which grew almost in mid-stream. The 

. weed was at once torn up, but it is probable that breeding had been going 
on for some time before it was noticed. " 

All anti~malarial work ceased in the 21st Corps Area on September 19, 
when the attack was made, which drove the Turks from their positions 
and resulted in the capture or destruction of the whole Turkish Army and 

. the end of the campaign. On this date the whole corps moved forward 
into malarious country, which had received no attention from the enemy, 
with the result that malarial infections among the troops became very 
numerous during the last three months of the year. This, of course, was 
inevitable and the price of victory; but, as far as the results of the anti
malaria campaign on the Auja line are concerned, it was unfortunate, since 
the work came to an abrupt and premature conclusion, and the full effects 
of the operations cannot be gauged. The number of cases of malaria 
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occurring during the late autumn would have provided the true test of the 
efficacy of the operations, but, owill:g to the advance, these figures cease to 
bear any relation to number of infections acquired in the area under con
sideration. Accurate returns are, however, available up to the end of 
September, and the effect of the operations as shown by them will now be 
discussed in detail. One fact, however, must be clearly borne in mind, 
and that is that although the major works of clearing and channeling had 
been completed, constant vigilance and increa§iug works of maintenance 
would have been necessary for another two or three months in order' to 
prevent' breeding. As illustrating this fact, it was recorded by the. 
A.D.M.S., 3rd (Lahore) Division that on October 6-twenty days after 
anti-mosquito measures had ceased-anopheline larvffi could be found with· 
ease in many of the pools round Ras el Ain, and adult A. palestinensis were 
numerous in that locality. 

V.-Tinll COST OF THE. OPERATIONS. 

An estimate of the cost of these operations may be interesting. In the 
six. months during which the work was carned out the amount of labour 
em.ployed, as estimated by the Royal Engineers, was 222,840 men-days. 
Estimating food and wages at 3s. a day, the cost o~ labour, if civilians had 
been employed,/would have amounted to £33,426. . 

If to this be added, the cost of technical services, pumps, and other 
material employed, the total amount for the six months' work could not; 
have fallen below £40,000. 

This sum, large as it is, was a small one to pay for the smashing victory 
over the Turks which would have been impossible if the anti-malarial 
work had not been carried'out.· But it is a sum which gives food for thought 
in contemplating the future of Palestine and the wider question of making 
the tropics and semi-tropics habitable for the white man. -

VL-INCIDENCE OF MALARIA AMONG THE TROOPS OF 21ST CORPS 

- .DURING SUMMER, 1918. 

. Statistics showing the number of cases of malaria reported weekly. are 
given in comprehensive form in Table Il, for Divisions and Corps ,Troops 
separately and combined. _ 

As it is important to consider whether the statistics given reflect with 
any degree of accuracy the actual incidence of malaria, the procedure 
adopted in diagnosing infections may be briefly. described. DiagnosiJ; 
depends, of course, on facilities for 'prompt examination of blood films .. 
Two malaria diagnosis stations specially designed for microscopic work in 
the field were placed at the disposal of the corps and located at centres 
con~enient to the main bodies of troops. The procedure laid down for 
medical officers was that a blood film should be taken in every case of fever, 
before giving quinine, an9. submitted for exalllination to the Malaria, 
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TABLE n. 

7TH DIVISION 54'rH DIVISION 3RD DIVISION 

Type Type Type 

Benign S~b· 
not Recur· Benign Sub- not Recur- Benign Sub- not Recur· 

strength stated Strength Rate stated Strength Rate stated 
Week of Total Rate tertian tert.ian or dia~ rent of' Total per tertian tertian or dia- rent of ' Total per tertian tertian or dia- rent 

ending formation cases per inCec- infec- gnosed infer. formation cases 1,000 infec- infec- gnosed infec. formation cases 1,000 infec- infec. gnosed infec-
1,000 tion tion clini- , tioD tion tioll clini- tion tion tioll Clilli·- tiOD 

cally cally , cany 
--------------------- ---- ---- ----- --- --------- --- ---- --- --- ----~ ---
May 4 20,419 16 0'78 16 .. .. 12 15,774 6 0'38 5 .. .. 2 .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 

" 
11 20,422 5 0'24 5 .. .. 5 15,864 9 0'56 8 .. 1 3 .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 

" 
18 20,343 11 0'54 ,10 ., 1 '7 15,638 11 0'70 11 .. .. 8 . , .. .. . . .. .. . . 

" 
25 21,300 13 0'61 12 1 .. 7 15,391 20 1'29 19 .. 1 16 .' .. .. . , . . . . .. 

June 1 ,20,724 3 0'14 3 .. .. 1 15,666 17 1'08 12 .. 5 9 . , . . .. . . .. .. .. 
" 

8 19,794 18 0'90 9 9 .. 6 15,945 18 1'12 16 1 1 9 . , .. .. .. .. . . .. 
" 

15 19,679 52 2'64 37 14 1 18 15,693 43 2'76 40 ,2 1 21 .. .. .. . . .. .. 
22 19,187 89 4'63 74 14 1 34 16,013 34 2'12 29 3 2 9 I .. .. 

" 
.. .. . . .. . . 

" 
29 19,135 102 5'33 91 11 .. 40 .. 28 .. 22 4 2 5 .. .. .. . . .. . . . . 

July 6 18,157 113 6'22 103 10 .. 33 11,465 31 2'70 26 6 .. 2 17,848 18 1'0 8 4 6 6 

" 
13 17,961. 240 13'37 211 28 1 67 15,734 64 4'06 55 7 2 13 18,550 32 1'18 32 .. .. 15 

" 
20 ' 18,315 276 15'06 263 13 1 91 15,533 151 9'72 120 31 ., 24 18,543 47 2'53 44 3' .. 12 

" 
27 17,729 179 10'09 167 12 .. 69 15,444 51 3'30 49 1 1 17 18,579 122 6'56 110 12 .. 20 

Aug. 3 19,293 331 117'15 310 20 1 96 15,670 36 2'29 31 1 4 12 18,975 186 9'80 169 16 1 17 

" 
10 19,268 272 ! 14-11 245 27 .. 86 15,454 36 2'33 32 4 .. 7 18,445 264 14'32 233 30 1 I 19 

" 
17 18,950 280 \ 14'77 241 30 9 90 ! 14,776' 35 2'36 31 3 1 10 17,945 369 20'56 296 72 1 

I 

25 

" 
24- 18,123 331 18'26 273 48 10 56 14,025 58 4'13 45 3 10 14 17,787 218 12'25 1 176 42 .. 4 

" 
31 18,809' 269 : 14'30 234 24 11 66 

I 
13,844 38 2'74 27 5 6 15 17,775 289 16'25 239 49 1 43 

Sept. 7 18,743 210 : 11'20 191 11 8 91 15,367 50 3'25 39 7 4 11 18,619 178 9'56 144 33 1 21 

" 
14 18,479 239 112'94 207 22 10 80 15,705 44 2'80 32 5 7 11 18,619 184 9'88 133 51 .. 28 

" 
21 19,292 107 I 5'55 79 18 10 16 13,748 60 4'36 38 10 12 13 17,217 138 8'01 96 34 8 18 

1 ------'-- ------------ --- --- ---- --- ------,--- --- --- ----------
1,68;;-r346-

-----
, I 

840 687 \ 92, 60 231, 2,045 .. 19 228 Totals • . 3,).56 I • • 2,781 312 64 971 
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, 'TABLE II~aontinued. 

75TH" DH'ISION CORPS TROOPS TOTAl. 

,~-, 

'rype' Type Type 
Benign Sub· not Recur- Benign I 8u b· 

not 
Recur~ Benign Sub· not Recur-Strength Rate stated Strength Rate stated Strength 'rota! Rate stated Week of Tota! tertian tertian or dia- rent of 'rotal tertian tertian or dia- rent Qf tertian tertian or-dia- rent 

ending cases 
per infec- infec- infee- cases. per infec- infec- infee- ('a~es 

per infec- infec- infec-formation 1,000 tion tion gnosed tion formation ,1,000 tion tion gnosed tion formation 1,000 tion tion gnosed tion clini. cHni. clini. 
cally cally cally 

/ ---- ----------- --- ------- --- --- -------- ------- --- ---------
May 4, 16,953 6 3'53 3 .. 3 6 6,309 5 0'79 5 .. . . 4 59;455 33 0'55 29 .. 4 24 

11 16;117 17 105 9 ,1 7 13 8,393 6 I 0'71 '6 3 60,796 37 0"6 28 1 8 24 
" 

.. 
" 

18 14,985 4 2'66 3 " 1 3 6,227 12 1'92 12 .. ., 11 57,193 38 0'66 36 .. 2 29 _ 

" 
25 14,968 10 0'66 

\ 
6 .. 4 10 7,943 " .. ',' .. .. .. 59,602, 43 0-72 37 1 3 23 

June 1 14,744 1 0'06 1 .. .. . ' 7,854 3 0'38 3 .. .. 3 58,988 24 0'42 19 1 5 13 

" 
8 16,170 15 0'92 12 1 2 9 8,194 6 - 0'73 5 .. 1 5 60,103 59 0'98 43 12 4 31 

" 
15 16,129 16 0'99 13 1 2 13 7,751 10 1'29 7 2 - 1 5 59,252 122 2'05 88 19 5 58 

" 
22 16,338 23 1'40 21 .. 2 20' 7,285 9 1'23 7 2 ., 7 58,823 155 2'63 131 19 5 70 

" 
29 16,265 24 1'47 18 3 2, 17 7,084 10 1'41 9 1 0' 6 . , 164 .. 140 19 5 69 

July 6 16,216 21 1'29 16 4 1 ,15 7,098 i9 2'67 18 .. 1 9 70,784 202 2'85 171 23 8 _ 65 

" 
13 16,415 71 4'32 66 5 .. 59 7,613 45 5'91 35 8 2 13 76;273 452 5'92 399 48 5 ,167 

" 
20 16,264 45 2'76 45 .,' .. 29 7,557 24 3'17 22 2 .. 6 76;212 542 7'11 '494 49 1 162 

" 
27 16,597 16 0-96 14 2 .. 11 6,109 61 9'98 58 3 .. 17 74,458 429 5-76 398 30 1 134 

Aug. 3 18,502 46 2-48 42 1 1 34 7,842 83 10-58 75 8 .. ' 20 80,282 680 8-47 627 46 7 179 

" 
10 19,167 11 0-57 10 1 .. 8 5,536 68 12-28 59 7 2 16 77,870 651 8-36 579 69 3 136 

" 
17 18,776 38 2'02 30 .. 8 18 5,296 58 10'95 43 12 3 9 75,743 780 10'29 641 117 22 152 

" 
24 17,643 58 3'28 47 9 2 54 6,794 65 9'56 57 9 5 ' 12 74,372 730 9'81 592 111 27 120 

" 
31 17,210 35 2-03 32 2 1 17 I 5,854 63 10-76 47 15 1 15 73,492 694 9-44 579 95 20 ' 156 

Sept_ 7 18,169 36 1'98 30 5 I 1 17 5,669 50 8'82 40 9 1 12 76,567 524 6'84 444 65 1,5 152 

" 
14 18,'161 44 2'42 32 6 6 15 

1
12,560 45 3'58 33 12 .. 10 83;524 556 6'65 437 96 19 144 

" 
21 15,634 18 1'15 9 1 8 4 7,977 32 4-01' 23 ' 7 2 6 73,868 355 4'8 247 69 40 57 

1---' --
- , 

---------- --- --- --- ----- ----- '-- ------------
6,1591890- 209- 1,965 . • 459 42 I 51 3~2 

I 
Totals .. 555 I .. 674, .. 564 97, 19 189 .• 7,270 :. 

I 
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210 An Anti"Malaria Oampaign in Palestine 

Diagnosis Station. The result was available on the same day, or next ,day. 
When the patient had to be evacuated at once the blood film accompan.ied 
him to the field ambulance, from where it was sent to the Diagnosis 
Station. The importance of this procedure was thoroughly recognized by 
all medical officers and systematically carried out, with the re.sultthat 
comparatively few cases of fever escaped' the preliminary examination. 
The great majority of patients thus arrived at the field ambulance with the' 
diagnosis already made. If not, a film was at once taken, and it was the 
function of each field ambulance to ensure that no case passed through 
unexamined. Further, patients with fever, whose blood had ,been found 
negative at the Malaria Diagnosis Station, were on admission to the 
casualty clearing stations again examined. Blood slides were submitted 
to the Military Laboratory, and if parasites were found the case was at . 
once notified as malaria. This procedure also applied to such stationary 
and general hospitals as the patient might subsequently reach,' so that 
malarial iQfections 'not already detected or developing in patients admitted' 
for other ailments were recognized and reported. There was thus a com
plete chain of detective agencies all 90mbining to produce the greatest 
possible degree of accuracy in diagnosis. The facilities given' were 
sufficient to ep-sure the microscopic examination of practically every case. 
It was unnecessary to depend on clinical diagnosis, and column 6 in the 
table; which includes such cases as were diagnosed on clinical grounds 
alone, shows how little they bulked in .the statistical returns. , 

The figures on which the tables are based inc,Iude not only the cases 
diagnosed in the field, but als~ those subsequently detected at casualty, 
clearing stations or in medical units further down the line of evacuation, 
in order that no case referable to the area be missed. 

It will be seen, therefore, that the greatest care /was taken, to ensure 
that the recognition of all cases should depend on microscopic diagnosis, 
and that the compilation of the statistics should be as accurate as possible. 
There were, of course, many instances of infection so mild that the men 
did no~ report sick, and so escaped detection altogether or developed a 
typical attack later, e.g., during a march. Apart from those undetected or 
delayed infections, it is claimed that the figures given represent as accurately 
as such data can be obtained the total incidence of malaria 'among a given' 
population over a given period. . 

The medical officers in charge of units were required to notify every 
case as it occurred, on a special form giving among other data the patient's 
name, unit, his recent movements and previous medical history. From 
these notifications spot maps were prepared and made for each unit. The 
tables given in this .paper were constructed from these data, aJ?,d it should' 

. be pointed out that the figures given are arranged in accordfmce with the 
weeks during which sucl1 notifications were received, and do not refer to 
dates of sickening. The average time elapsing between the latter and 
.former dates was between five and seven days. 

,- , 
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Column 7 in. th~ tables is included .for the purpose of showing the 
number of cases regarded by the medical officers as' being recurrent 
infections. Three of the divisions, 3rd, 7th and 75th, were composite 
British and Indian fdrmations, and the great majority of the men 
composiJ;lg them had eom~ from India, the two form~r via Mesopotamia; 
and one or two units had been in the campaign in East Africa .. - Certain 
British units, especially among Oorps Troops, had been recently drafted 
from Salonica, a~d their medical officers possessed records of their previous 
history as regards malaria. These are qU9ted merely to show roughly the 
extent to which -the force contained men liable to recurrent attacks of 
infection re.ceived in other countries, and the fact th.at a considerable 
reservoir existed f~om which mosquitoes became infected. They are 
included in the figures in column 2 and in the chart. ' 

The incidence in thE? different, formations of the corps shown III 

-column 2 of the tables, is given also in the form of Chart 3. 
The divisioris occupied. practically the same f!.reas from -April to 

:September, with the exception of the 54th Division which was relieved 
,by the 3rd (Lahore) Division during the last three days of June; it took 
over the Auja River line and remained in occupation up to the commence
ment Of operations on Septem1;>er 19. The nature of the country and the 
boundaries of the divisional areas have already been described. 

Incidence in the Various FormaUons. 
, 

54th Division.-This division, a British one, occupied the central 
-llortionof the area, between the 7th Division in .the coastal sector 
.and the 75th Division in the foothills east of the Plain of Sharon. Its 
,front line on the left ran along the five miles of the River A uja from 
Ferrikhiyeh to Ras el Ain, and the brigade which lay along this stretch 
was exposed to infection from the river and its numerous tributaries. 
During the stay of the division in this area; comparatively little infection 
was traced to other sources, and the figures given practically represent the 
result of infection contracted by the brigade which was located along the 
river banks. 
. The 54th Division wa~ relieved by the 3rd (Lahore) Division during the 
Jast three days of June, and proceeded to ahmLlthy site near Ludd, about 
ten miles in the rear; during its subsequent history it was never much 
exposed to infection. 

It will be observed (see Chart 3) that a moderate rise in incidence 
tpok place during the second week in June, but the maximum was not 
l:eached until after the relief took place and the brigade holding the Auja 
line had mR.rched out, at the end?f June, this increase being traceable almost 
solely to infection received in the vicinity of Ferrikhiyeh, Mill Race .and 
Ras e1 Ain. It was during the period of the march to Ludd .al1d the sub· ./ 
,sequent road-making operations on which the troops were employed during 
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212 An Anti-MalaTia Oampaign in Palestine 

July, that the greatest increase' in cases occurred-an instance of what has. 
often been noticed, that exertion and hard work influence the development 
of latent infections received during a period, of quiescence in a malarious, 
district. 

The further experience of this division does not call for special remark. 
One brigade took over the front line round Mejdel Yaba, in the foothills" 
while another portion of the division was located in new territory at the 
southern extremity of the area., Such later cases as occurred were pro
bably due to mosquitoes bred out in wells and cisterns, among units which 
occupied previously untenanted districts, where it had not prev~ously been 
considered necessary, tp adopt anti-mosquito measures. 

3rd (Lahore) Division.-This division on arrival from Mesopotamia. 
relieved the 54th Division during the last three days of June. A rapid ana 
steady increase in malaria began shortly afterwards (see Chart 3), reaching 
its maximum during the week ending 17th August, when 369 cases were' 
notified. There was then an interrupted fall to the beginning of Sep-, 
tember, when 178 and 184 cases were notified during the weeks ending 
September 7 'and 14 respectively, followed by a further fall to 138 cases 
during the subsequent week. 'fhe chart ~as not been carried beyond this 
date, as military operations on a large scale began on September 19, con
considerably affecting the work of the malaria diagnosis stations and: 
interfering with the accuracy- of the records. 

By far the largest number of cases in this division occurred among units 
holding the Auja River line, in particular those located at Ferrikhiyeh" 
Mill Race, El Mirr and Ras el Ain. Indeed, the latter place was more' 
dangerous than any other single spot- in the whole area; as has been 
previously described, it was the most difficult to deal with and the last to
come under control. On the 9th August the 3rd Division took over from the 
7th Division the portion of the coastal 'sector between the Auja and the 

, Hadrah road. This added about two miles to the front line held by the 
division, and included the area north-east ana east of Ferrikhiyeh and the 
orange plantatIOns on the right bank of the Wadi Ishkar, which had proved 
so difficult to canalize. 

The troops of the 7th Division in this sector had suffered severely 
from malaria up to the time when the relief took place, and the relieving 
brigade of the 3rd Division soon began to develop cases. The effect of this 
move pn the general incidence.,is shown in the increase which occurred in 
the notifications received during the week ending August 31. The rise 
figured in the chart against tbis date was partly due to the appearance' of 
a large number of cases in the brigade which was detailed to hold the new 
sector of the line. The division thus from August 9 onward had the, 

. better part of two brigades in the front line, in occupation of what had 
been the most malariou6 zone in the whole area. N otwithstanding this~ 
however, the number of cases in the aivision continued to decrease, even 
although a larger number of men were now exposed to infection .. 
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A g-ood deal of significance is attached to this curve, as we are of opinion 
that it shows decisively that the incidence of malaria was becoming steadily 
and rapidly'reduced as the -direct result of the vigorous anti-mosquito 
measures which had been applied to the Auja and its tributaries, as 
described in the preceding pages. There is no dcmbt that the work 
was b~aring fruit. . During August, anopheline larVa:! were extremeiy 
difficult to find anywhere throughout this area; adults had become very 

CHART 3. 

4 11 18 26 I 8 IS 22 2S 6 13 20 27 3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 
yray June July Aug. Sept. -

much scarcer. Among individual units located along the river area between 
Ferrikhiyeh and Ras elAin, a very substantial improvement in health was 
taking place during the third quarter of. the year, when every indication 
from past experience of the natural history of malaria in Palestine pointed 

. to the likelihood of a steady increase, reaching its maximum at the end of 
autumn. It can therefore be confidently argued that the lessening incidence 
among these troops was the direct result of the measures taken during the -
preceding months to eliminate the mosquito. 

75th -Division.-ThiiiJ division occupied the foothills to the east of the 
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214 An Anti-Malaria Oampaign in Palestine 

plain of Sharon throughout the summer, and was never much expos~d to 
infection. The two possible sources of mosquitoes existing in this area 
were comparatively easily controlled. These comprised the scattered wells 
and underground cisterns in and near the villages, which were either 
closed or oiled, and the two mountain streams in the Wadis Reiya and 
Zerka which were early an~ successfully canalized.. A certain proportion 
.of cases were, however, traceable to both these sources and also probably 
to a large p061 close to the enemy's lines in front of the village of Rafat, 
which. could ·not be reached. 

The incidence in this division remained fairly uniform throughout the 
period (see Chart 3), a.nd was pretty evenly distributed throughout the 
troops. Nothing at all approaching an epidemic occurred. The peaks in 
the curve during July and August were in the main part due to the 
influence of an Indian regiment (the 29th Punjab/is), which had been 
heavily infected with malaria in East Africa, and had come on active 
service in PaJestine at the end of April, 1918. This unit sent to hospital 
an irregular succession of cases during these two months. For instance, 
the rise shown against week ending JUly 13 contained thirty-seven cases 
from this unit alone, admitted after it had moyed up to the front hne. Up 
to the middle of Augllst ninety cases had occurred. These were practi
cally all chronic malaria patieJ;lts known to the. medical , officer ; their blood 
showed the presence of malarial parasites in the gamete stage. The unit 
was never exposed to infection in Palestine, likely to have caused such an 
incidence, while other troops in the same area 'had nothing like the same 
experIence .. 

The 75th Division was a composite British and Indian formation,and 
the majority of the units composing it had come from India ·during 1917; 
and a considerable proportion of its personnel had suffered from malaria 
before. ,Vhile any attempt t.o differentiate between primary and recurrent 
cases issubject to fallacy and must be accepted with reserve, it may be stated 
that over half of the cases (sixty-fiv~ per cent) occurring in the division 
were regarded by the medical officers as .relapses of old infections as shown 
in Table Il, column 7. An allowance for recurrences 9r imported cases 
to this extent is probably not far wrong when dealing with an average 
Indian division, and may be taken as representing the 10s8 likely to arise 
from this cause on active service. ., 

7th (JlrIeel'tlt) Division.-This division occupied the coastal sector between 
the River Auja and the sea during the whole of the summer. Cases began 
to occur in considerable numbers among its personnel about a month 
before any marked increase took place in the troops of the 54th Division 
located along the Auja River. These were at first confined entirely to 
units camped in the vicinity of the Babret Katurieh Marsh. The influence 
of this marsh began to make itself felt during the first few days of June 
(see Chart 3), after which the incidence rapidly rose to its first ma~imum 
of 263 cases notified during the week ending July 20. Practically ·3111 these 
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early infections were related to the marsh. At the end of May and during 
the first few days of June Anopheles IJnaculipennis began to sp'read over the 
surrounding country in large numbers; in camps 0;0. the hills near the 
marsh and on the sea shore at Arsuf as many as fifty could be counted in 
a single bivouac early in June. The marsh was not 'completely dry until 
July 10, and after this date a very large reduction in the number of mos
quitoes was observed. The front line ran through the northern end of the 
marsh, so that it was impossible t9 move the troops to a safe distance with
out evacuating the whole area. The Infantry occupying the posts in the 
neighbourhood suffered severely, as did 'also the Royal Artillery, whose gun 
positions lay between the marsh and the sea. Apart from essential troops, 
all'others were moved as far away as possible, and this doubtless accounted 
for the fall in inci~ence which took place during the week ending July 27· 
The subsequent rise which was maintained at a high level during the 
following weeks up to t~e third week in August was due to additional cases 
which began to make their appearance in three different areas: (1) in the 
trench system at the' extreme left of the line whe:r;e it reached the sea j 
(2) in the right, sector between Hadrah Road and the River Auja; (3) 
among the troo'ps camped round Rhurbet Hadrah near Hadrah Dam, 'and 
round Sheikh Muannis north of the Auja,' where considerable bodies of 
~roopswere 'loc.ated. The source of the mosquitoes .in the first area was 
uncertain; there was certainly no possible breeding place in the area, after 
the Bahret Raturieh Marsh' had been drained, yet mosquitoes in consider
able numbers could always be found there up to the end of the season. 
This prevalence was possibly accounted for by the fact that the front line 
at· this point was less than one and a half miles from the Birket Ramadan 
shown on the accompanying map, a large marsh on the course of the perennial . 
N ahr El FaJik, which lay well within the Turkish lines. Over 400 cases 
in all were reported as having been infected in this area. An equally 
large number of cases were traced to the neighbourhood of the Wadis 
Ishkar and Adas at the eastern extremity of the divisional area. A. rnaculi
pemzis were prevalent, especially in Iskhar Wood, having no doubt bred 
out in these wadis before they could be successfully treated. : Thera was 
also a large pool known to exist in No Man's .I.and opposite this sector 
which could not be ,reached. This area was responsible for nearly 400 
cases in the 7th D'ivision up to the time when the 3rd Division took 
it over. The third source. was discovered to be due to breeding going on 
in the backwater of Hadrah Dam among the debris which'had floated down 
an~ collected there from the clearing· operations going on further upstream; 
and in the islets of weeds which appeared in the river itself between Hadrah 
Dam and the village' of J erisheh, as described in the section dealing 
with the River Auja. Nearly 700 cases of malaria occurred among 
troops in'this area. After the thjrd week in AUglUlt the incidence began to 
diminish and steadily fell up to the time when t:p.e records ceased. The 

,withdrawal of a brigade from the right sector on relief' by th~ 3rd Divisi~n 

, U. _._ 1:0 i. 
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on August 9 was no doubt a factor in this decline. On the other hand an 
epidemic of influenza which suddenly attacked the division on August 24, 
and spread rapidly, had the effect of bringing out latent infections and 
causing recurrent attacks of malaria. 

Corps Troops.-This group was scattered throughout the .various 
portions of the area; a large proportion, however, were grouped south of 
the Auja River on either side of the Nahr El Barideh. and between the 
latter and the Tel Abu Zeitoun Marsh: The incidence in this group of 
units was probably due to the small amount of breeding which occurred 
in the lower reaches of the Barideh during July before it was canalized for 
the second time. Adults were never numerous, indeed it required careful 
and prolonged -s-earch to find any in the tents and bivouacs. It may be 
noted that, although one or two units remained within 1;500 yards of the 
Abu Zeitoun Marsh, only a very few cases occurred 'in them. - There· 
is no doubt that, had this marsh not received early and prompt treatment, 
a very large number would have occurred as in the case 'of the Bahret 
Katurieh. 

VII,-A NOTE'ON THE EFFECT OF'TEMPERATURE ON THE BREEDING OF. 

ANOPHELINES AND THE INCIDENCE OF MALARIA •. 

Temperature records for a complete year from October 1917 to' 
September 1918, taken' at General Headquarters and referable to the 
coastal. area of Palestine, are shown on Chart 2. ' 

It will be observed that when anopheline breeding began in the open 
towards the end of April the mean weekly temperature was rising above 
60° F., while the mean minimum temperature had not yet reached that 
figure .. There is a fairly close association between the onset of malar,ia in 
the 7th Division during the early days of June and the mean minimum 
temperatllre,i.e., the epidemic did not commence until the latter tempera
ture had reached 60° F. for about three weeks. It will also be 'noted, tliat 
both benign tertian andsubtertian infections began to develop under 
similar temperature conditions, although it is generally stated that ,the 
parasite of the latter requires a distinctly higher temperature than that of 
the former for its development in the mosquito. As reg~rds the winter 
outbreak of malaria described in the early part of this paper, anopheline 
mosquitoes (A. bi}UTcattls) were found to be 'breeding' and sheltering in 
wells and to a small extent in open cisterns during December and January, 
when both the mean temperature and the m~an minimum temperatures 
were well below &;00 F., and, even (luring this period, were capable. of 
transmitting subtertian as well as tertian infections .. These mosquitoes 
were living in protected and sheltered conditions in wells varying in depth 
from twenty feet to sixty feet, where the -temperature would be somewhat 
higher; it was, in fact, found that the temperature of the water and of the 
air in the wells during the day varied from· 62° F. to 66° F., and froni 
58°F. to 63° F.respectively: 
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VIII.-EFFEOT OF ,THE ANTI-MALARIA~ OPERATIO~ s. 

The question naturally !asked is "Were these extensive operations a 
success, and did they justify the labour and money expended on them? " 
,To answer. this question let us consider what would have happened if 
nothing had been done to render the area mo.!,e healthy. The evil 
reputation and history of the country, experience of similar places in 

. other countries, and the outbreaks of malaria which occurred among our 
troops in June, before the situation was completely controlled, all point to 
the same conclusion, namely, that the area was an intensely malarious one. 
It can~hardly be doubted that practically every man condemned by military 
necessity to live among these marshes and to bivouac on the banks of 
these streams would have rapidly become infected with malaria. The 
places of such men would have been taken by others, who in their turn 
would have succumbed to the disease, and so on until the whole force 
would have dwindled away, and the crushing and final defeat of the 'Turks 
in September would have been an impossibility. 

Instead of this the total number of cases whi'ch occurred in the force of 
roughly 70,000 men during the period of twenty-one weeks was on'1y 7,271, 
o'{ which 1,96-5 cases were relapses of old infections. Thus' 5,306 fresh 
infections occurred, the greater part of which were caused by mosquitoes 
which hatched out before the rivers and marshes were brought under 
perfect control. It is a, significant fact that the incidence of malaria was 
falling rapidly during September, that is, at a time when, under natural 
conditions, the number of cases would have been increasing to the maximum. 
This fact shows, In our opinion, that mosquito breeding had been kept well 
under control for at least a month, and that the work had met with a high 
degree of success. 1'he cost, from a military standpoint, is hardly worth 
considering. £40,000 i~ a small sum when compared to the cost of even 
one day of the war, and if, as is claimed, its expenditure rendered possible 
the final defeat of the Turks and the occupation of Palestine and Syria, it 
was indeed a cheap investment. But, if we regard it. from the point of 
view of a civilian community, the questIon of cost becomes one of primary 
importance. 'After the completion of the initial work in such a district, 
constant maintenance would be necessary to prevent breeding, and after 
the winter rains a great deal of the channeling and draining would have to 
be renewed each year. There is no doubt that such extensive anti-malaria 
measures are not within the pow.er of any small agricultural community to 
carry out, but if the rich and fertile Valley of Sharon is ever to be developed 
into a prosperous. and healthy agricultural country, the government of 
Palestine will be forced to adopt such measures as have been described in 

. this paper. 
. It need hardly be said that all credit for the success of these operations 

is entirely due to those who tftckled such problems on the spot, to the 
medical ~taff of each division, whose technical knowledge and experience in 
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218 An Anti-Malaria Campaign in Palestine 

dealing with malaria problems were of the utmost value, and to the Royal. 
Engineers who gave their whole-heartedassistance and carried out every 
measure recommended with the utmost promptitude. . . 

We ate much indebted to Oolonel C. E. P. Fowler, O.B.E.; R.A.M.C., 
A.D.M.S;, 4th Division; Colonel G. Browse, D.S.O., I.M.S., A.D.M.S., 
3rd (Lahore) Division; Colonel W. H. Ogilvie, O.M.G., I.M.S., A.D.M.S., 
7th (Meerut) Division; and Colonel G. A. T. Bray, D.S.O.,. R.A.M.C., 
A.D.M.S., 75th Division, not only for their unsparing efforts to make the' 
scheme a success, but also for their reports and charts of which free use 
has been made in compiling this paper. 

Our thanks are also due to Major E-. E. Austen,D.S.O., whose technical 
experience and advice were of the greatest value throughout the operations. 

SUMMARY. 

(1) Adults of A. biftt1'catus were found sheltering in wells in mid-winter, 
and when disturbed bit freely. Larvfe of this species were found at the 
same time in the wells. 

(2) An outbreak of subtertian malaria occurred among troops billeted 
in close proximity to t.hese wells in December and January. . I 

(3) In open waters anopheline larval were not found until April 10, and 
breeding was not free until the end of May. 

(4) Swarms of A. maculipen'nis appeared in the vicinity of the Bahret 
Katurieh at the beginning of June when breeding'in the niarsh was scanty, 
and a rapid increase of malaria followed. It seemed probable that these 
mosquitoes had hibernated in the tunnel and caves. 

(5) As a result of extensive draining of marshes and 9analization of 
rivers, larVal and adult mosquitoes were reduced to a minimum by August, 
when, under natural conditions it might have been expected that their 
numbers would have been rising to a maximum. 

(6) The incid~nce of malaria among the troops fell coincidently with 
the disappearance of anophelines. . 

(7) The total loss of men to the Army Corps from malaria was only 
about ten per cent of the strength during the twenty-one weeks under 
consideration, with the result that the troops were able during the autumn 
to engage in a most arduous campaign which ended in the annihilation of 
the Turkish Army and the cessation of hostilities. 
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